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Over the last 20 years, the concept of innate talent has been discussed in the literature, and different factors have been associated with talent in different sports. However, it should be noted that
talent identification is sport-, or even position-specific, and no ‘one size fits all’ consensus can be
established. Specific talent profiles should be developed, acknowledging the multidimensionality
of talent by taking physical, physiological, cognitive, psychological, and motivational factors into
account. These profiles should also be age-specific and adjusted for covariates such as maturational
timing and training history. To make a step forward in talent identification, we should not only move
ahead in identifying innate talent, but also acknowledge the multifaceted and dynamic nature of
talent. Therefore, we recommend researchers and practitioners to start approaching talent as a multidimensional, complex system.
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Introduction
Baker and Wattie (2018) revisit in their review the concept of
innate talent and relate it to the domain of sport. It is an important piece of work explaining the concept of innate talent
and the potential relevance of this concept in the field of sport.
It gives great insights in the current knowledge and practice
within the field of talent identification in sport. The authors
conclude that “any understanding of innate talent cannot be
divorced from the necessity to understand the complete eco
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logy of the developmental environment” (Baker & Wattie,
2018). They emphasize the point that any talent identification
factor needs to be measurable and needs to have an association with future performance in order to be of relevance to the
field. Therefore, at this moment, it is very hard to determine
whether identification of innate talent is possible, and whether
it is of any relevance in a sports context. Our commentary will
elaborate on the concept of talent in sport and the challenges
of identifying talented youth athletes in the complex reality.
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Talent identification in youth sport
Talent identification starts with the difficult task to define ‘talent’. Two distinct concepts are discussed in the field of sport science: giftedness and talent. Giftedness denotes the potential
of children for becoming professional adult athletes (Gagné,
1995). Talent is a concept that is hard to define, but it generally
refers to mastery of certain skills (Gagné, 1995). The term talent
is often used when talking about gifted young athletes, who
might have the potential to develop into future professionals
and high performers (later in life). Throughout this commentary, we will use the term gifted to describe athletes who have
the potential to make it into professional athletes, while the
term ‘talent’ refers to the best performing athletes at that current moment.
The review of Baker and Wattie (2018) focusses on genetic
predisposition with regards to talent. We are looking for the
extremes in a continuum of a normally distributed variable in
the population. To enable the development of gifted young
athletes and provide them with all external support to lead
them to the top, we want to identify these extreme values early
enough, and label these individuals as gifted (Vaeyens, Lenoir,
Williams, & Philippaerts, 2008; Williams & Reilly, 2000). However,
when discussing genetic predisposition, we should not forget
that an individual fulfilling the requirements for being ‘gifted’,
will never succeed in a certain sport without starting to participate in the first place and then keep practicing (i.e. investing
time) until reaching proficiency. Making it to the top normally
requires a substantial amount of training and/or competition
experience (Baker & Young, 2014). This raises the question in
which population we should look for our gifted athletes: should
we look for certain characteristics in the general population of
children (i.e. identification of extremes in the population), or
can we assume that gifted athletes themselves will find their
way to the sport in which they have the potential to excel (i.e.
identification of the most gifted athletes in a specific sport)?
Current practice in talent identification focusses on athletes already involved in the sport. When searching for gifted athletes,
the attention often moves to the currently best performing
individuals. It is difficult to identify gifted athletes, as no clear
standards are available. It is not easy to identify characteristics
in young children that are important for top performance at
adult level. Characteristics of gifted athletes are also very specific. Different sports (Pion et al., 2015), or even different playing positions within a team sport (Pion et al., 2018), require
different abilities or at least a different combination of them.
Therefore, a “one size fits all” consensus for talent identification in sports is not possible. Talent profiling should specifically
target one sport, and one playing position. When such a specific profile is available, we should ask ourselves when to start
identifying the potentially gifted athletes. In most sports, we
see that it takes several years of committed training until the
athlete could reach international level. In woman’s gymnastics,
where flexibility and strength-to-weight-ratio are key elements
to performance, the optimum age for maximum performance
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is lower than for example in endurance sport where the cardiovascular system needs to be fully developed and trained –
which takes several years after puberty. Consequently, talents
in gymnastics need to be identified earlier than in endurance
sports.
Many characteristics sought after in the identification and
detection of potentially talented athletes, such as motor performance, will only significantly develop during adolescence
(Leyhr, Kelava, Raabe, & Honer, 2018), and are biased by (relative) age, biological development, training level, and experience as well as training age at the moment of assessment
(Leyhr et al., 2018; Lovell et al., 2015; Rommers et al., 2018; Vaeyens et al., 2006). Therefore, characteristics focused on in talent
identification should be specific for a certain (biological) age in
the first place. Furthermore, developmental variations, such as
the maturational timing during adolescence, should be taken
into account to make sure that young athletes are compared to
athletes of the same physical and mental developmental stage
(Meylan, Cronin, Oliver, & Hughes, 2010).
The training experience is also a critical component to be considered when evaluating whether individuals can be considered as gifted athletes or talents (Helsen, Hodges, Winckel, &
Starkes, 2000). A margin in experience and training stimuli resulting in structural adaptations (e.g. muscles, cardio-vascular
system) might make one individual more successful at a given point in time than another individual (Nottin et al., 2002),
although the latter one might be more gifted. This training
experience is often to be taken into account.
Apart from emphasizing relevant covariates such as maturational timing and training experience, the multidimensionality
of the concept of ‘giftedness’ in general should be underpinned
(Phillips, Davids, Renshaw, & Portus, 2010). An example: elite
cyclists show high VO2max values compared to the general
population. Consequently, one might think of using VO2max
tests to determine performance in road cyclists and to screen
for talents. However, a higher VO2max value will not necessarily result in better race performance (Coyle et al., 1991).
Therefore, a talent screening based on the VO2max parameter
(alone) might tell us who cannot make it to the world tour level
(i.e. cyclists with values under a certain threshold) but not who
will make it to the top. Many other factors are needed to eventually reach the top level. Apart from physical and physiological
characteristics, also cognitive, psychological and motivational
variables play a key role in the giftedness of an athlete. Not only
the multidimensional characteristics at that specific moment,
but also the expected learning curve, psychological readiness
and motivation of the athlete and the people surrounding this
athlete (Phillips et al., 2010).
So in general, we can conclude that talent identification is a
much broader and more complex topic than innate talent.
Even if we take all previously mentioned issues into account
(looking in the general population, using multidimensional
sport or position-specific talent profiles that vary with age, correct for covariates such as maturational timing, and the training
history), we will still do not have the guarantee to identify the
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athletes that will make it to the top. This is not only because an
athlete could drop out, due to some particular “inciting event”
(e.g. an injury), or quit the sport in which he or she would have
had the potential to excel, but often because of the complexity
of talent identification.

Future perspectives of talent identification
Future research should move beyond the question of innate
talent and the identification of individual factors, and focus
on identifying the gifted athletes who have the potential to
make it into future professionals. Hereby, the complex reality
of giftedness should be acknowledged. Talent identification is
a multifaceted, dynamic system looking at time varying factors
that are interacting with each other. It is hard to draw a causal
picture of potential pathways leading young gifted athletes
towards expert proficiency in sports. There are many potential
confounders and mediators in these pathways that should be
taken into account. Therefore, in contrast with previous studies,
we suggest to approach talent identification as a multidimensional, complex system. We might identify the elements composing the complex puzzle of what makes the gifted athlete.
All these elements should be considered together and the
causal pathways need to be studied if we want to identify
young athletes with a high potential to reach expert level as
adults.
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